CLIENTS TESTIMONIALS
Here at Calvium, we value co creation and enjoy
working closely with our clients at each stage of the
app development process. The result is often a fantastic
working relationship and long established friendships.

The following is a selection of our previous customers
and their experiences of working with us...

“Working with Calvium to create the
immersive soundscape that is Guardian
Streetstories has been just fantastic. We
have been able to compose, lay out, test
and refine over 70 original recordings to
create this app within a couple of months”
Francesca Panetta – Guardian Special Projects Editor
The Guardian

“Jo and the team delivered exactly
what we were looking for, even if it
was something we hadn’t thought of
before: their advice was at all times
excellent and they solved any problem we
encountered easily. We’re delighted with
our City Visitor Trail app, and we trust
Calvium absolutely to do a good job.”
Stuart Millar – Visitor Marketing Executive,
City of London Corporation

"We had been thinking about making an
app for ages but didn’t know how to do
it and never had the time. Calvium are
brilliant, they helped us to think creatively
and practically about what we wanted to
make, opening doors for us and creating
test versions right from the first day."
Charlotte Bond – General Manager
Kneehigh Theatre

"We have been very delighted to work
with Calvium. From start to finish we have
felt safe knowing that we collaborated
with professional and experienced people
eager to have our project succeed. The
communication has been top notch despite
the distance between Copenhagen and
Bristol. Calvium was always there to
answer our calls and emails no matter
how often we asked for assistance.
I truly recommend, and have been
recommending, working with Calvium."
Rebecca Abannoraddae

“Bristol based developers Calvium, lead
by Jo Reid, really drove this project
forward, with their highly professional
work ethic, competence and years of
experience in the field of new media. It
was a joy to work with this company and
I learnt a great deal from them about new
technologies, GPS activated platforms
and digital media. Jo Reid was extremely
patient and supportive of me throughout
the project, even when I pushed the
boundaries of the technology or found it
hard to understand the language being
used or Calvium’s requirements from me.”
Rachel Lichtenstein, - artist, writer, curator.
Diamond Street App.

